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1. Nonlinear functional equations

Schwinger [1] gave a couple of equations for the Green functions of the
nucleon and meson fields with interaction, in the form of functional differential
equations in terms of an ordinary external field. For neutral pseudoscalar
mesons, they are

(1.1) [-iΎ,-^-+m-gΎ5φ(x)+igy5\dξA(x, ξ; φ)-±-AG(x, *'; φ) = 8(x-x'),
dXμ. J θφ(ξ)

(1-2) ( - ^ Γ + ^ Δ ί f , ξ';φ) = 8(ξ-ξ')+igTrΎ5\dvA(ξ, η; Φ)*G%^ Φ)

-gTrΎ5φ{ξ)G(ξ',ξ';φ).

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) form a system from which the Green functions G
and Δ may be determined as functionals of the external field φ(x). By using
these equations it is possible to obtain closed expressions for the complete
Green functions. In electrodynamics these equations are usually treated by
expanding in powers of the coupling constant. But in meson theory, this
procedure is inapplicable. Edwards and Peierls [2] simplified equation (1.2)
to a linear one by assuming Δ to be a given function of x and x' independent
of φ. Starting from these equations, they obtained the Green function in
an explicit form by using Fourier transform of functionals. They used a sort
of functional integrals but they did not give mathematical definitions of integ-
rations or measures with respect to which integrations are performed.

Paul Lόvy [3] has developed a potential theory on an infinite dimensional
space. He used "la mόthode du passage du fini & Γinfini" in which an infinite
dimensional Laplacian and harmonic functions are defined by a limiting pro-
cedure of finite dimensional potential theory.

Recently, Hasegawa [4], [5] introduced the following space of sequences

(1.3) E= {x = {xvx2y -,xN9 -)t=Rr, sup-J-Σ
jar J\ »=i
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with semi-norms

\\x\\N = ώίl4)1/2 and ||*|L = ES||*|U,
N » = 1 iff"

and reformulated the results of Lόvy in terms of an infinite dimensional Brown-

ian motion B on the space E with the infinitesimal generator —Δoo. In the deri-

vation of Schwinger equations, for example in [6], a product of distribution

is used and it does not seem to be treated very conveniently in the space (1.3).

This paper is an attempt to give mathematical foundations of the calcula-
tions which have been done by Edwards and Peierls in solving Schwinger equa-
tions. The method of non-standard analysis developed by A. Robinson [7]
is applied to give a mathematical definition of functional integrals. A passage
to limit similar to that of Lάvy is used in a much bigger space than (1.3). Usu-
ally, the functional (continuous) integral is defined as the appropriate limit

n

of certain finite dimensional integrals with respect to Π dxj which is the volume

element of integrations in the discrete function space. But the limiting transi-
tion to the continuous function space has been carried out formally. One
must justify the transition to the limit for n->oo. Non-standard analysis offers
a new approach to definition of functional integrals.

2. Ultra numbers and ultra Euclidean spaces

In this section, we give definitions and notations which will be used
throughout this paper.

i) Let N be the set of all non-negative integers. Take and fix an ultra filter
S o on N which does not contain any finite subset of N. Let R be the set of
all real numbers, and let a and b be elements of RN. We use notations a=(a0)

aίy ;-)=(an)n<ΞN a n d b=(bo> bl9 " )=(bn)n^N, where an and bn are real numbers

and called the w-th coordinate of a and b.
The relations and operations a=b, a<b, a±b and a b are defined to be

{i; a~bi} e So, {i; ^ <^} e S o, (μn± bn)nGN and (anbn)nξΞN, respectively. The
relation = is an equivalence relation compatible with < , ± , and . *i? is
defined to be RN/= which is also written asRNIEFQ(*R is called ultra real numbers
and its element is written as [an]). An imbedding isomorphism j from R to
*R is defined by j(ao)=(a0, a0, •••). We consider R as a sub-field of *i? by
the isomorphisms j . l ) Ultra complex numbers *C is similarly defined.

Similarly, we define the ultra-power of Rn+\ £ = Π Rn+1l&0> where Rn+1

1) An element in R is called a "standard" number.
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is the real w+1 dimensional space. For a,b&ΐl Rn+1, and α = [ α n ] e * i ? , we

define a = b, aa, (a, b), and a+b as {n; a™=bw in Rn+1}tΞEF0, [ α , * 0 0 ] , [(α 0 0,
έ ( Λ ))], [α ( Λ ) +ό ( w ) ] , respectively, where a{n) is the n-\-ί dimensional vector in
Rn+1, i.e.; a(n)=(a(o\ a[n\ •••, ^ Λ ) ) . The space of real sequence a=(ap)PeN, or
the product space RN can be considered as a subspace of E, RN being im-
bedded into E by the injection a=[(a0, aly •••, <zΛ)]. Now by a similar way we
can consider the space of slowly growing sequences2), s'y as a subspace of E.

ii) the space Eh

Now let {hp(x)}pfΞN be the Hermite complete orthonormal system;

To any element of the space of E defined in (i), there corresponds a *i?-

valued function ψ(x) such that i]r(x) = [ψn(xn)] = [ Σ ^n )^(^n)] for ^ = [#(n)]

e £ and ,τ=[Λ?Λ]e*i2. The totality of these functions forms a linear space
isomorphic to Z?. We denote this space by Eh or Eh(*R). Clearly, for map-
pings a-*φ(x), b-+ψ(x), we have

(α, ft) = [\Rφn(xn)ψn(xn)dxn] = (φ, ψ).

We note the Hermite expansion u -> (up)p(ΞN is an isomorphism of the space of
slowly increasing distribution in i?, S'(R)y onto the space of slowly growing
sequences. Hence we can imbed S'(R) into Eh(*R). The algebraic operations
are defined naturally in this space.

Set Ec=UCn+1β0 and define the space Ee

k(*R) of *C-valued functions

isomorphic to Ec similar to above.
Here we have restricted ourselves to case of the one variable, but our for-

mulation can be easily generalized to the case of several variables.

DEFINITILN 1. Let a, fte*i? and, let φ(x), yjr(x)^Eh. Then the sum

J b

φ{x)dx are defined as follows:
a

(2.1) φ(x)+ψ(x) = [£.(*„)+*„(*„)],

(2.2) \bφ{x)dx = [\h"φtt(xn)dxn].
J a J an

Let Δ(#, y) be the standard Green's function. The non-standard version

2) A sequence a = (ap)p^jf is said to be slowly growing if there is a constant k^O such that
the sequence ((1 +p)~k(*p)p(=j!r is bounded.
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of the Green's function defined by A(x, y)=[An(xnf yn)]9 where An(x,y) is the
Cesaro mean of the first order of Hermite expansion of the Green's function,

Δ.(«, y) = Σ w ~ ^ 7 1 } " - ( g - 1 ) Λ,(*)Af (y) ( ( Δ ( « , v)hp{u)hq{v)dudv .

DEFINITILN 2 (a nonstandard version of the Green's function and its in-
verse). We introduce the inverse of the Green's function defined by the equation

(2.3) JΔ(*, X')*Γ\X\ y)dx' = J Δ " 1 ^ , X')A(X', y)dxf = δ(*, y),

where δ(#, y) is ίλ# nonstandard version of the standard Dirac function such that

(2.4) 8(χ, y) = gj A^.JA^.Me^rίΛ.xΛ,)).

REMARK 1. A number αe*i? will be called infinitesimal if \a\ <S for all

positive numbers £ in R. For any rEίR the set of all numbers aEΞ*R which

differ from r only by an infinitesimal amount is said to be monad of r, μ(r).

If a^μ(r), then we write r = ° # and we call r the standard part of a. We say

that a property holds £F0 a.s. (almost surely), if the set of elements of N for which

the property holds is contained in £F0. We define a subspace i£A of Eh as fol-

lows: For each ψ^S(R), Eh={φ; \φn(x)ψ(x)dx is bounded £F0 a.s.}. For

any φ^Eh, we can define a linear functional Γ^ over S by putting lim<φ, ψ>

= °[<Φ«>'Ψl>]=7φiΨl I f t h e m a P Ψ^Tφψ is continuous on <S(22), then Tφ

defines a distribution.

REMARK 2. Instead of the Hermite complete orthonormal system, we
can choose a complete system of normalized eigenfunctions of the symmetric

integral operator Aψ(x)= \ A(x, y)ψ(y)dy, where A(x> y)=A(y, x).
JR

3. A formulation of functional integral

If Fn(x, y\ φ; A) (n=0, 1, •••) is a sequence of C-valued standard functions
of (xy y\ φ; A) in the domain

RχR,R*,R**Λ,

then we define a *C-valued functional by

F(x9 y;φ;A) = [Fn(xny yn; φn; An)] .

Fc(*(RxR), Ek(*R), Ek(*(RxR))) or, in short, Fc(Eh) will be used to denote
the set of such *C-valued functionals. From the definition, Fn{xny yn; φn;
An) can be considered as a function of aM. Hence we can identify a functional
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defined on Eh with a function defined on E.
The nonstandard analogue of the space LP(R) is the space Lp(Eh) (dFc

(Eh))> consisting of all functions whose £-th powers are Lebesgue integrable
£?0 a.s. Similarly, we shall use the notations S'(Eh), Cm(Eh) and so on.

Our way of introducing integration on Eh is clear and simple. We shall
define an integral over Eh and a functional derivative by the following way:

DEFINITILN 3. If F(φ)^Fc(Eh) is integrable in the sense of the improper
Riemann integrable £F0 a.s., then we define

(3.1)

DEFINITION 4. If F(φ)^Fc(Ek) is differentiable 9?0 a.s., then we define

where φ=[Σ3 afhX t=[tn]€Ξ*R.

DEFINITION 5. Let F(φ)^Fc(Ek) be rapidly decreasing £F0 a.s. We define
Fourier transform (3F) (λ) by

(3.3) (EFF) (λ) =

We also the Fourier transform of a tempered distribution functional £F0 a.s.
as a tempered distribution functional £F0 a.s.

We note that the integral (3.1) by definition reduces to an ordinary finite
dimensional integral and its evaluation does not involve any difficulties in princi-
ple. By using these definitions, we can easily show the following properties.

Theorem 1 (properties of the integral).
( i ) // F(φ) and G(φ) are integrable EF0 a.s., then aF(φ) and βG(φ) is integ-
rable £F0 a.s. and

(3.4)

(ii) If F(φ) is integrable £F0 a.s., then under the following translation of functions

in Eh

(Φo(') « a fixed function) the integral is invariant, i.e.,

(3.5) JF(φ+φo)δφ =
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(iii) // we introduce a change of variable

φ(t) -» X(t) = \K(i, s)φ(s)ds=Kφ ,

then we have

(3.6) \F(Kφ)8φ = |det K~λ \ \F(X)S\ = ( F ( λ ) - ^ δ λ (symbolically),

where K(t, s)=[ Σ Kp?qhp(tn)hp(sn)]9 K(t, s) is inυertible (i.e., matrix (K{p}q) is
max(p,q)<ϊn

invertible) and \det ^ ^ [ l ^ i A#» |- 1 ]e*Λ.
(iv) (integration by parts).

For G(φ)eC\Ek), F(φ)^Cl(Ek), we have

(3.7) [ θ ( φ ) S F ( Φ ) Sφ = - JF(φ) 8G(φS> δφ .
V ' J W) 8φ(t) Ψ J KΨ> δφ(t) Ψ

(v) (the functional Fourier transform). For F(φ)eS'(Eh)

Theorem 2 (properties of the functional derivative).

( i ) If G(φ), F(φ) are dijferentiable £F0 a.s., then

<3 9> m m m ) } = F { φ ) H ) + G ( Φ > w )
(ii) (chain rule). Let F be differentiate £F0 a.s. If u is of class C\Eh-+Eh),
then the following formula holds:

χ) 8JM (X)dχ.
δu

(3.io) sm = [

δφ J δφ δu

(m) Iff(x) is a standard function f<=C\R) and G(φ) e C\Eh), then

f M , rδG(φ)

By definition, we can easily evaluate the functional derivatives:

(3.12) M ί ) = 8(t, s),
δφ(s)

(3.13) g ^ _ ^φ(t)K(t, t')φ(t')dtdt' = 2\φ(t')K(t, t')dt',

whenever K(t, t')=K(t', t).
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We will show now that the evaluation of the integral can be done in some
special cases.

EXAMPLE 1.

(3.14) J*-v*JΦ«(0Λδφ = [j β+i*-Wfi.f)j£] = [(2π)n+1/2].

Symbolically, the expression (3.14) can be written in the form

EXAMPLE 2. We examine the integral \ exp(— 11 φ(t)A(t, s)φ(s)dsdt)δφ,

where A(t> s)=^\^Ptq^na
{p^qhp{tt)hp{sn)] and (α^) is positive definite. By making

use of the well known formula

(•••(exp(-± a^xjxh)dxι -dxv = ,r-+«»[det(e§S?)]-V»,

we easily obtain the result

ί, s)φ(s)dsdt)Sφ = [\det(a%>)\-1<2π»+1/2]

In the case that A(ξ, η) is a nonstandard version of the Green's function of
Klein-Gordon equation, it is necessary to evaluate the integral of the functional

ξ2)(i=V^Λ). The calculation is slightly

more complicated. By definition the integral becomes an ordinary Fresnel
integral. If (a($) is a positive definite Hermitian matrix and det(α(/^)Φθ, then
we have

(3.15)

= [ I det (cffl) I -\2π)»+1] = | det A \ ̂

We shall use this formula later.

4. A justification of calculations

In the section we will give mathematical foundations of the calculations
which have been done by Edwards and Peierls. We simplyfy the equations
of Schwinger as same as they have done to linear one by assuming that Δ(#,
x' φ) is independent of the external φ, and hence that (1.2) reduces to
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Then we need only consider the equation (1.1). First of all, we will give a
rigorous definition of the linearized Schwinger's equation as follows:

DEFINITILN 6. For neutral pseudoscalar mesons, the linearized Schwinger's
equation is

(4.1) <[-hη^+m-gy*φu{Xu)+W*\ft

X Gn(xny xί; fl« Δ,), ψ(xny Λ£)> = <δ(xn-x'n), ψ(xn, *£)>ff0 a.s.

for all ty^S(RinXR$'n), where A(x, ζ) is nonstandard version of the Green's
function, G(xy x'; φ; Δ) is of class C\Eh) and absolutely integrable £F0 a.s.,
Gn(xny Xχ\ φn; An) is a standard tempered distribution for fixed φny ΔΛ, φ(ξ)
= \Ί±\p\<zna

{p)hp(ξn)\, S(xn—x'n) is the standard Dirac function and p={px, p2, p3y

PA)> IPI = m a x ( p ! , p2, p3, p4).

In the frame of our theory (4.1) can be expressed in the following form.

(4.2) l-iyμ-£-+m-gΎtφ(x)+igΎ5\dξA(x, ξ)-Λ-]G(x, x'\ φ) = S(x-x').
dXμ J oφ(ς)

Secondly, if we put

(4.3) G(x, x' φ) = G^x, x' φ)Rr\φ),

where Rr\φ)=exp{—L^φ{ζ)A-\ξ, ξ')φ(ξ)dξdξ'), then from (4.2) we get

A(x, ξ) 5^=r}Gi(*. * ' ; Φ) = S ( * - * ' ) ^ ,
Φ^j

here we have made use of (2.3), (3.9) and (3.11). If we put

G2(*, x'; λ) - ff(G^, x'; φ)) =

then from (3.8) we get

(4.4) i-iΎ®+m-gΎ5\dξA(x, ξ)Mξ)}G2(x, x';X) = 8(x-x')R2(X),
OX J

where R2(X)=\™p(^\Jφί^Δ"^, ξ')φ{ξ')dξdξ'} 'txp{i^φ(ξ)\(ξ)dξ}8φ. To

evaluate i?2, we write
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Then from (2.3) and (3.5) we have

(4.5) * 2(λ) = exp{-^-jλ(f )Δ(?, ξ')X(ξ')dξdξ'}

X \exp{±\φ'(v)A-\v, v')φ'(v')dvdv'}Sφ'

= exp{-i-jλ(?)Δ(£, ξ')X{ξ')dξdξ'}C.

Returning to G2,

(4.6) [-iγ ® +m-gys \dξA(x, ξ)X(ξ)]G2(x, x'; X)
OXμ. *

The Δ on the left can be absorbed by introducing

giving

(4.7) [-iΎμ-^-+m-gΎiΩ(x)]G3(x, x' Ω)
OXμ

where G3(Λ;, Λ;'; ίi)=G2(Λ;, x'\ X).
It is also useful to introduce G4 by

(4.8) G3{x, x1; Ω) = CG4(x, x'; Ω)exp{-^ίl(ξ)A-\ξ, ξ')Ω,(ξ')dξdξ'} .

Combining (4.8) with (4.7), we get

(4.9) [-iΎμ ~~+m-gΎ5Cl{x)]Gi(x> x' Ω) = δ(x-x').
OXμ.

Thus, now returning to equation (4.1), from (3.6) and (4.8) we see that

G(x, x';φ) = JRr1(φ)Π(27r)-1jG>) * ' ; X)exp{-i\x(ξ)φ(ξ)dξ}8X

2w)-1 \G3(X, X';

\ξ, ξ')φ(ξ')dξdξ'}
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Here we will treat the function S' (S' is the SP of Dyson),

S'(x,x') = G(x,x';0)

Since ΛΓ1(O)=1,

(4.10) S'(x, x') = C\άztA-1 ̂ {iπY^Glx, x'; ίl)

Xexp{-^

Hence the function S'(x> xf) can be obtained from G4 by integrating over all
Ω with the weight factor. In case we have an explicit solution G4 to (4.9),
the Green's function S'(x> x') is expressed in closed form. Our formalism
can be extended without difficulty to more complicated Green's functions,
corresponding to many-meson many-nucleon systems.

To illustrate our method we shall consider the case of the scalar mesons
when nucleon recoil is neglected. In this case (4.2) and (4.9) become

(4.11) {i±+m-gφ(t)+iΛdξA(t, ξ)^rΛG(t, t'; φ) = δ(ί-ί')

and

(4.12) (i-Jr+tn-gaWGat, f' Ω) = S(t-ΐf), respectively.

The latter immediately gives

(4.13) G4(ί, f; Ω) = S(t-t')cxpi-gi^p(s)ds} ,

where S is denned by

(i®-+tn)S(t-tf) = 8(t-t').
dt

S' is now given by

(4.14) S'(t, tf) = S(t-t'

To evaluate the functional integral, put

giving

\ ' ^ - \ ξ , ξ')ίl(ξ')dξdξ'
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ξ')Ωψ)tfdξ'-±-g*\'tdή'tdξΆ(t;, ξ').

Now applying (3.15) we have

(4.15) S'(t, t') = S(t-t')exp(±-g^dή'tdξ'A(ξ, ζ')}

X 01(2*)-' I detΔ-11 jexp {-^a'(ξ)A-\ζ, ξ')Ω'(ξ')dξdξ'}8Ω'

= Πί^)"11detΔ"11 |detΔ-1|-1Π(2Λr)5(ί-ί')exp{|-/J'/?j'/|'Δ(?, ξ')}

= Sit-ncxp^g^dξ^dξ'Aiξ, ξ')} ,

that is,

£F0 a.s. for all ψ^S(RtnXΛ^).
If we put S'(t-t')=S\tyt')\Ry then

(4.16) <S'(f-f')> ψ(t, ί')> =

£F0 a.s. for all ψ^S(RtxRt').
To evaluate ζS'(t—1')> ψ(t, t')y further, we insert the one-dimensional Green's
function Δ

t-t') = δ(ί-ί'), Δ(ί-ί ') = Re(4- eik

When A{t-t')=Re(±- e1*"-'''), exp((^£2Γ dξ[' dξ'Att{ξ, ξ')) is bounded % a.s.

Thus, by taking standard parts of both side of the equation (4.16) we have

(4.17) ]im<S'(t-t'),ψ(t,t'y>

ίfJ/*ΓΔ,(£,fO}»Ψ(M')>]

In this simple case lim <(£'(£—t')y ΛJr(t, t')y becomes a distribution.

Theorem 3. We now have the equality

in the tempered distributions space S'.
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Before proving this, we need a lemma for the Cesaro sum:

where 5$^=the partial sum of Hermite expansion, Σf-o Σqj^ofijhi(x)hj(y).

Lemma. If f(xy y) is continuous in R2 and there exist constants y, K such
that \f(x,y)\^K(l+\x\y)(l+\y\η, 2 > γ ^ 0 for all (x,y)€Ξ&, then the (C, 1)
sum of Hermite series off(xf y) converges uniformly to f(x, y) on any compact sets
in R\

Outline of Proof.
The formal expansion of a function in a Hermite series is

Ax, J ) ~ Σ hp{x)hq{y)jJ/(«, v)hp(u)hq(v)dudv .

If we put/(#, y)=fo(x, y)e(~'2m-(y2^, then

(4.19) /„(*,y)~ψ H^l1?:^.-[[e-'-'Mu, v)Hp(u)Ht{v)dudv .

The series (4.19) is called of type H> according to Charlier. For the (C, 1)
sum of Hermite series of type H we have

(4.20) /<>>(*, y) = $$e-«2-70(M, υ)S?\x, u)S™(y, v)dudv

where

o(i)/_ u) _ 4i n-(p-l)Hp(x)Hp(u)

By the using the estimations in the paper of Kogbetliantz [8] for the Hermite
series in one variable, we have the following formulas for asymptotic approxima-
tion of the S^Xx, u).

(4.21) \SP(x, u)\ =0{—-——— J for \u

(4.22) \SV\x,u)\=θ(££) for 0<a^\u

We begin by proving the pointwise convergence of the (C, 1) sum of the Her-
mite series of type H. In particular if fo(x, y) is continuous, then series (4.20)
converges uniformly to fo(x, y) on any compact sets.
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It is easy to see that the series is (C, 1) summable for the Green's function

A(x— y)=Re[ ) and is uniformly convergent on any compact sets. There-

fore the Theorem is proved.

REMARK 3. In (3.15) the assumption det(Δ (#)Φ0 is not essential for

this problem. When det(Δ§i})=0, we can choose Sn>0 such that (Aty(Sn)) =

(Afl)+6UI, det(Δ#)Φθ and (A%\Sn))-(Δ#) as Sn^0. We apply (3.15) to

Δfflίββ) instead of Δ ($ and take standard parts. This gives the same result,

(4.17).
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